Supplies:

The Project Bin: #bff stamp set
Memory Box: Stitched Aster Blooms die
Provo Craft: Swiss Dots embossing folder
Imagine: VersaFine Majestic Blue ink
Sheer Navy Ribbon
Faux Flowers
White & Navy Cardstocks
Lime dotted pattern paper
Enamel dots
Sewing Machine/ Hand stitch

Sweet Friendship Card, by Penny Ward

Directions

1. Make a card base using white cardstock trimmed to 4.25 x 11 inches, then folded in half.
2. Cut Navy cardstock 4.25 x 5.50 inches. Emboss with Swiss Dot fold and adhere to card base.
3. Cut Pattern paper 3 x 5.50 inches. Die cut the flower along each long edge as shown.
4. Stamp sentiment from the #bff set in the bottom left corner of pattern paper panel using Majestic Blue ink.
5. Make a gathering stitch on 15 inches of sheer Navy ribbon with a sewing machine or by hand. Stitch gathered ribbon to pattern paper panel. Adhere this panel to card base using foam adhesive.
6. Add die cut portions of flower to outer edges of card front as shown using foam adhesive.
7. Adhere faux flower and enamel dots to flower centers.